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Theme:

Human Error Prevention

Date:

Wednesday, March 11th

Time:

5:30pm Networking
6:00pm Presentation
7:00pm Dining

Location:

Adelphia Restaurant
1750 Clements Bridge
Rd, Deptford Township,
NJ 08096

Cost:

$25.00 / Person

RSVP

Sharry Masarek
smasarek@sections.asq.o
rg
______________________________

Chapter members are invited to
set up a site tour of their
employer’s facility for the
chapter’s membership, in
exchange for half off membership
dues for a year. The tour ideally
should include at least one topic
of interest to IISEs, examples
automation, just-in-time, lean,
logistics, etc. The brief proposal
should include the name of the
employer, the location of the
facility, the approximate size of
the facility, a sentence or two
about the focus of the proposed
tour, any date or time suggestions
and/or restrictions for the tour,
and contact information for a
contact person who can arrange
such tour.

March’s Program
ASQ Dinner Event

Join us for an evening of good food and stimulating conversation,
as Tom Mudge will be presenting on Human Error Prevention
There are many businesses around, even national and
international sized companies, who have done an OHS risk
assessment for their operations and still have poor workplace
safety performance and lousy safety statistics. Clearly, they got
something seriously wrong when they undertook their operational
health and safety (OHS) risk assessment process.
Doing a workplace risk assessment of the operational health and
safety risks in your company is a minefield hidden with mistakes
and errors that can blow-up in your face! It is vitally important that
the people who undertake your workplace safety risk assessment
process know how to ensure the OHS risk assessment arrives at
correct and cost-effective workplace risk mitigations, especially
when they are related to human errors.
Human error is a mistake made by people that results in any
unfavorable outcome. It is a normal by-product of workplace
activity. The limitations of the human body and human mind,
called the human factors, are the foundations of human error. All
of us are affected by human factors in diverse ways when doing
our jobs and throughout our lives. One could reasonably argue
that all failures are the fault of human design because we cannot
stop them happening.
For serious reduction in the number of mistakes in your operation,
you need human factors solutions that prevent the opportunity for
your people to make errors.
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PhD students do have some slightly different options,
but what I’ve described above applies to both
undergraduate and graduate international students.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

I hope this has provided you with some interesting
insight into the experiences of some of your current or
future colleagues!
Regards,

Hello all!

Nicolas Le Gall

As some of you may know, I completed my studies as an
international student here in the USA. In fact, the vast
majority of my classmates in my graduate program
were international students from around the world!

CAR ARTICLE

As the experience of being an international student is a
little different from your average student, I’ll describe
what it was like from my experience.

MATHCOUNTS – And The Winner IS ……. Everyone
(And This Is NO Participation Trophy)

The process starts off the same as for any student, by
getting accepted into a university. Then, they must fill
out a student visa application in which they must show
that they have the ability to pay for out-of-state tuition
for at least two full years. Once the application is filed,
they must make an appointment at the US embassy in
their home country, where they will be interviewed
about their studies and plans for their time in the US. If
they are approved for the visa, the next step is to start
school!

On February 1st, the annual South Jersey MATHCOUNTS
competition was held at Rowan University. This is
another student competition (7th, & 8th graders) held in
conjunction with Engineers Week. It is sponsored by
the Professional Society of Industrial Engineers. There
were 135 students from 15 schools that participated. I
had volunteered for this event as a proctor, and scorer
for the final elimination round. Similar to the Future
Cities Competition teams of students gather on a
Saturday to demonstrate what they learned after a
multitude of hours of preparation. I really appreciate
these students leaving their comfort zones and being
the best they can be. Of course they didn’t have these
competitions when I was a kid. It wouldn’t have made
any difference; on a Saturday, I would have thought I
had better places to be.

After starting classes, the main limitations for
international students are work related. They are only
allowed to work for the university part time during the
semester, and internships must be completed for credit,
directly related to their field of study. Once the degree
is completed, they can apply for what is called Optional
Practical Training, which allows the student to work for
12 months in their field of study. Any students with a
degree in a STEM field can apply for an extension of 24
months, during which the employer must provide
formal training and learning objectives directly related
to the degree, and the employer must be enrolled in the
USCIS E-Verify program.
At the end of this period, if the international student
hasn’t been sponsored for and obtained a work visa (for
which there are only 85,000 per year for over 200,000
applicants), they must return to their home country
unless they choose to pursue a higher level degree full
time.

And like Future Cities; the MATHCOUNTS teams varied
on how they went preparing for the competition. Some
schools would make them in-class activities; some
would conduct them as after-school club activities; and
for others it would be take home individual study. This
varying level of support is a likely factor contributing to
winning the completion. Students (and teachers) go into
these competitions knowing these differences. Some
students go into these competitions knowing that they
aren’t even in the top three of their individual school;
and yet they choose to compete.
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I think they are competing against themselves; doing
the best they can; learning and getting better. There is a
certain amount of respect earned by the person that
gets into the ring and competes. There were no bench
warmers; everyone got their packets. And all took
pencil to paper; and gave it their best shot. If they
learned anything – and I sure they did; and more than
just math, then I think they won. I had a sense of
admiration and pride for each student that entered
those halls.

About MATHCOUNTS


The completion did result with official winners who
demonstrated exceptional math abilities and most
definitely deserve congratulations. The winning school,
Haddonfield Middle School had three students in the
top ten; including the individual winner. These students
demonstrated absolute brilliance during the final
lightning round when pairs of students were given the
chance to read and answer questions in an elimination
situation. First to buzz in; had first opportunity to
answer (best of three). The quickness & accuracy
showed that we weren’t dealing with the average bears.
Another data point ……. The future is bright.







MATHCOUNTS Final Results
1) Haddonfield Middle School
2) Voorhees Middle School
3) Beck Middle School
4) Galloway Middle School
Best Rookie School (< 3 Years) – Glenn Landing Middle
School
Most Improved – William Davies Middle School
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WestEd has recognized MATHCOUNTS as
having one of the nation's most effective STEM
learning programs, listing the Math Video
Challenge as an Accomplished Program in
STEMworks.
MATHCOUNTS has been recognized on the
National Association of Secondary School
Principals National List of Approved Contests,
Programs and Activities for Students for 20192020.
At the 2013 Raytheon MATHCOUNTS National
Competition, 325 MATHCOUNTS students,
coaches and volunteers set a Guinness World
Record for the fastest time to create a human
formation of the first 25 rows of Pascal's
Triangle. Pictured above, the task was
completed in just 6 minutes, 16.57 seconds.
The MATHCOUNTS Foundation has been
recognized in White House ceremonies by
Presidents Barack Obama, George W. Bush,
William J. Clinton, George H.W. Bush and
Ronald W. Reagan, and has received two White
House citations as an outstanding private sector
initiative.
During the 2011 BoardSource Leadership
Forum, the MATHCOUNTS Foundation was
awarded Honorable Mention in the Prudential
Leadership Awards for Outstanding Nonprofit
Boards.
MATHCOUNTS is recognized by Charity
Navigator as a 4-star charity, indicating the
Foundation "exceeds industry standards and
outperforms most charities in its Cause."
MATHCOUNTS received the 2019 Platinum
GuideStar Nonprofit Profile Seal of
Transparency, the highest level of recognition
offered by GuideStar.
MATHCOUNTS has received the America's Best
Charities Best in America Seal.

2020 IIE South Jersey
Delaware Valley Senior
Chapter No. 132 Officers & Directors

CHAPTER NEWS
Event Report

Nic Le Gall
President
nic.legall@gmail.com

th

On February 12 the chapter joined the local ASQ
(American Society of Quality) for their monthly dinner
meeting in Deptford, NJ.

Carrie Weber
Vice President
(W) 215-495-7439
carrieannaweber@gmail.com

The topic was a quality round-table, where members
brought their issues forth, and the chapter shared
their knowledge in trying to assist the questioner. One
of the more interesting questions brought forth was
quality’s role in the new 5G world of quality, with the
advent of AI, computer learning, and lighting fast
speed. What is the role of quality professionals in a
situation where the systems are learning and adapting
themselves?

Paul Siebeneicher
Secretary, Director of Internet Communications &
Web Site Master
paulsehnen@yahoo.com
(C) 856-630-5564
Rick Huysie
Treasurer
(H) 856-931-7352

While there was some excellent discussion on this
topic, the general consensus was that quality
professional will need to embrace the new technology
and imbed quality tools and testing into the systems to
“self test” themselves and provide feedback to the
human operators.

John McGowan, PE
Director of CPP Report & Engineer’s Week (H) 856-722-4593, (F) 856-722-7768
john.p.mcgowan@lmco.com

Some other excellent topics and some good food and
networking!

Kevin Drevik
Director of Communications/Newsletter and Programs
(C) 856-630-2485
KDREVIK@yahoo.com
Fred Rexon
Director of Membership
(W) 856-428-7400, (F) 856-428-1270
fredrexon@precisionautomationinc.com
Frank DeFelice
Director at Large
fd744@aol.com
Marven Chin
Director at Large
Mmchin8893@comcast.net

Member News? – Contact the Newsletter Editor with
any news you would like to share.
About Our Next Meeting
April 15th (tentative)
Joint Meeting with the South Jersey Mechanical
Contractor Association and ASQ
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Career Development
IIE EVENTS & TRAINING
March
Mar 2: Six Sigma Black Belt (Norcross, GA)
Mar 2: Six Sigma Black Belt for Healthcare (Norcross, GA)
Mar 16: Lean Green Belt (Norcross, GA)
Mar 16: Lean Green Belt for Healthcare (Norcross, GA)
Mar 17: Six Sigma Black Belt for Process Improvement
(Los Angeles, CA)
Mar 23: Introduction to Engineering Analytics (Norcross,
GA)
Mar 25: Advanced Engineering Analytics (Norcross, GA)
Fe April
Apr 6: Six Sigma Green Belt (Birmingham AL_
Apr 20: Lean Six Sigma Green Belt (Norcross, GA)

CAREER CENTER
South Jersey Delaware Valley Chapter Employment
Assistance Network
Are You Looking For A Job? Do You Know Of A Job
Opportunity?
Contact The SJC Employment Assistance Network:
Email your name or any hot opportunities to Kevin
Drevik at Kdrevik@aol.com

Project Manager/Engineer
Unified Door & Hardware Group – Pennsauken NJ
South Jersey distributor for Division 8 products seeks
an experienced individual with working knowledge of
architectural drawings and related products versed in
all aspects of construction procedures including: blue
print and specification reading, take-offs, submittals,
RFI'S, change orders, scheduling, close-outs etc. Must
have working knowledge with the above requirements,
have a minimum of 3 years experience and include
desired salary for consideration of interview. All other
applicants need not apply. www.indeed.com

Engineer
Wastequip – Erial NJ
Wastequip is the leading North American manufacturer
of waste handling equipment dedicated to meeting the
needs of its national customer base. We are looking for
an organized Manufacturing Engineer to assist our
team in developing cost-effective manufacturing
processes and methods. This position will analyze,
recommend and implement improvements to the
process of production, methods and controls in order
to maximize safety and efficiency.
Responsibilities:


Research, design and develop manufacturing
processes to increase efficiency
 Manage and adjust production flow, assembly
methods and production equipment
 Coordinate the manufacturing launch for
new/revised plastic and rotomolded products
 Prepare and maintain detailed layouts of
buildings and equipment
www.indeed.com
Plant Engineer
J&J Snack Foods – Swedesboro NJ
Uptown Bakeries, a division of J&J Snack Foods Sales
Corp, (JJSF), a highly successful and leading
manufacturer of nutritional snack foods, has an
opportunity for a Plant Engineer in our Bridgeport, NJ
location.
Responsibilities include but are not limited to:
- Work with the manufacturing and support
engineering and automation teams to implement
process improvements to production lines.
 Participate in design on new manufacturing
lines, packaging equipment, site building
expansion, utilities, and safety regulatory.
 Manager suppliers through design, build,
installation, and qualification phases of the
project.
 Manage change operations as required.
 Communicate with various departments,
external customers, or directly associated with
assigned tasks/projects (verbal and written).
 Produce the end product of requested tasks in
the form of components, assemblies,
drawings, data
www.indeed.com
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TREASURER’S REPORT
Mr. Richard T. Huysie reports a
Treasury Balance of $6,475.29 as of
February 1, 2020 for the IISE South
Jersey Delaware Valley Senior Chapter
No. 132.

Did you know …
The IIE South Jersey Delaware Valley Chapter will
reimburse 50% of Member’s Dues if he/she sets up a
site tour of their company’s facility for chapter
members to attend? Please contact the membership
or newsletter director for more information.
Check out our Chapter’s Website!!

MEMBERSHIP REPORT
As of 2/1/2020 the SJDV Chapter has 93 Members.
The Boeing Company has paid for their members, so
they have been added back to our membership
numbers.
Please Don’t Go! Time to renew your membership

http://paulsehnen.wixsite.com/iisesjdvpc

Quote for Today: “If you wish to improve, be content to
appear clueless or stupid in extraneous matters – don’t
wish to seem knowledgeable. And if some regard you as
important, distrust yourself.” Epictetus

Alfred Catania
Allan Roberts
Paul Siebeneicher
Dawn Weiss

IIE-SJC Newsletter Advertising Rates
Ad Size Run Length Cost Full Year
1/8 Page Single Issue $20 $100
¼ Page Single Issue $25 $250

Don’t forget to renew your IIE Membership!
Your support of your professional society is greatly
appreciated. We value your Membership!

½ Page Single Issue $75 $400
¾ Page Single Issue $75 $450
1 Page Single Issue $100 $500

Did you know …
The IIE South Jersey Delaware Valley Chapter will
reimburse 50% of Member’s Dues if he/she recruits a
new full-dues paying member? Please contact the
membership director prior to your associate’s joining
of IIE.

Our sincere thanks to our Classified Advertisers for
their strong Chapter support! Please patronize them
during the year!
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Kevin Drevik
Newsletter Editor
South Jersey Delaware Valley
Chapter No. 132
IISE, Incorporated
20 Crider Avenue
Moorestown NJ 08057
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